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Topic: History of Indian Dance. 

Subject: Dance(Kathak) 

 

In Hindu mythology, dance is believed to have been conceived by Bramha . Bramha inspired the sage   

BHARATAMUNI to write the NATYASHASTRA  , a treatise on performing arts , from which a codified practice of  

Dance and drama emerged . he used PATHYA (words) from RIGVEDA , ABHINAYA (gestures) from YAGURVEDA 

GEET (music) from the SAMAVEDA and RASA (emotions) from the ATHARVAVEDA to form the NATYAVEDA. 

(body of knowledge about dance). The best known Hindu deities – Shiva , Kali and Krishna—are typically  

Represented dancing . Shiva’s cosmic dance ,Tandava , Kali’s dance of creation and destruction and Krishna’s  

Dance with gopikas (cow-herd girls) –Rasa lila- are popular motifs in Hindu mythology. 

                 In ancient India, there were no dedicated auditorium , halls or theaters and dance was usually a  

functional activity dedicated to worship ,entertainment or leisure . Dancers usually performed in temples  

On festive occasions on a regular basis before deities as a form of worship . Even in modern India deities are 

Invoked through religious folk dance forms from ancient times . Classical dance forms such as Bharatnatyam 

Use mudras or hand gestures also to retell episodes of mythology tales such as the slaying of Kaliya by Krishna 

                        Gradually dancers , particularly from south India moved from temples to houses of royal families 

where they performed exclusively for royalty. 

 Indian offers a number of classical Indian dance forms , each of which can be traced to  

Different parts of the country . Classical Indian dance forms also emerged from Indian traditions , epics  

And mythology . There are many Indian folk dances such as bhangra , Bihu, , Sambalpuri , Chhau and Garba 

And special dances observed in regional festivals such as Lohri and Navratri .  
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